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Grouped Access Tools (GAT) is a very powerful tool that is designed to fight malware, debug applications, software and
games, by a means of accessing, editing, analyzing, and manipulating the software. Grouped Access Tools is able to open
processes that are running or start new programs. The user can do very many tasks to the process, such as: suspend, wipe
it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's memory, search for values, and memory dump. Grouped Access Tools
has other tools such as running in system mode, running Explorer in system mode, logging processes, and a format
converter. Grouped Access Tools enables you to quickly identify the active processes on your computer and close those
you do not need in order to optimize your system's memory. Grouped Access Tools (GAT) is a very powerful tool that is
designed to fight malware, debug applications, software and games, by a means of accessing, editing, analyzing, and
manipulating the software. Grouped Access Tools is able to open processes that are running or start new programs. The
user can do very many tasks to the process, such as: suspend, wipe it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's
memory, search for values, and memory dump. Grouped Access Tools has other tools such as running in system mode,
running Explorer in system mode, logging processes, and a format converter. Grouped Access Tools enables you to quickly
identify the active processes on your computer and close those you do not need in order to optimize your system's memory.
Grouped Access Tools (GAT) is a very powerful tool that is designed to fight malware, debug applications, software and
games, by a means of accessing, editing, analyzing, and manipulating the software. Grouped Access Tools is able to open
processes that are running or start new programs. The user can do very many tasks to the process, such as: suspend, wipe
it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's memory, search for values, and memory dump. Grouped Access Tools
has other tools such as running in system mode, running Explorer in system mode, logging processes, and a format
converter. Grouped Access Tools enables you to quickly identify the active processes on your computer and close those
you do not need in order to optimize your system's memory. Grouped Access Tools (GAT) is a very powerful tool that is
designed to fight malware
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Grouped Access Tools (GAT) allows you to kill selected processes from its system tray, from which it also offers you to
suspend them, terminate them, crash them, or simply to inspect them to see which functions or information they have. If
the process that you want to kill is suspended, the process can be restarted when you click the "Resume" button. - Process
killer - Terminal program - List of processes - Customizable list - Self-destruct - Command line based (Windows
9x/2000/XP) - Open/Close the explorer in system mode - Multiple selections - Shutdown the system - Window Visibility -
Memory inspector - Sleep - Suspend - Wipe memory - Kill the currently running programs - Memory Dump - Memory
Dump during suspension - File manager - Log and save all processes that run on the PC - Registry editor - Memory
converter - Formatted file - Multiple files - Execute in system mode - Command line for system - Command line for
explorer - Command line for Mozilla - Command line for IE - Command line for setup - Command line for CMD -
Command line for DOS - Customize file name - Command line for Windows command - Open/Close all explorer in
system mode - Find string - Check if key exists - Get lines by line - Check if line exists - Check if value exist - Get value
by line - Check if value exist - Get values by line - System time - Specific date - Specific time - Specific time of the day -
DLL time - Year - Month - Week - Day - Create search - Load search - Save search - Save search as - List with extended
properties - Search and load the list of processes with extra properties - Customize the list - List with file extensions - Load
list - Save list as - Multi-select list - List with ASCII codes - Load list - Save list as - List with combinations of words -
Load list - Save list as - List with keystroke combinations - Load list - Save list as - List with strings - Load list - Save list as
- List with search strings - Load list - Save list as - List with tooltips - Load list - Save list 1d6a3396d6
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Grouped Access Tools 1.2.3 Requirements: 2.0+ License: Shareware Platform: Win Developer: The SecMark Team (A
free version is available from the Internet at Additional Info: Grouped Access Tools has many helpful tools for the serious
security enthusiast. However, if you are not familiar with using computer software to analyze processes, open processes,
and edit memory, then you are really asking for trouble. If you are looking to analyze processes, you need to know what the
normal process states are. Grouped Access Tools shows you the process states and lets you delete them and kill them if you
want to. You can get information about processes such as the states they are running in, how much memory they are using,
where they were located on the hard drive, and even edit their memory with specific instructions. If you are debugging an
application, you can get the name of the file being used, the state that it is in, and even edit the memory with specific
instructions. Grouped Access Tools can modify the memory of a process, insert instructions into the memory, and even do
it all in Explorer. If you are looking for a tool that helps you debug applications and even helps you find rootkits, then look
no further than Grouped Access Tools. A tool to monitor a process and terminate processes in certain states. Description:
Process Monitor 1.2.1 Requirements: 2.0+ License: Shareware Platform: Win Developer: FXT (A free version is available
from the Internet at ) Additional Info: Process Monitor is an efficient tool to monitor the running of a process, terminate
them, and identify the process states. You can start, stop, and delete processes as needed. You can even search for
processes by name or file extension. Editing of a process for specific information. Description: Process Explorer 1.5
Requirements: 2.0+ License: Shareware Platform: Win Developer: FXT (A free version is available from the Internet at )
Additional Info: Process Explorer is

What's New in the Grouped Access Tools?

Simplified Batch Tasks GUI is a simple, yet powerful batch processing tool designed to perform the most basic batch
operations on text files. The program is extremely easy to use and allows you to automate the running of multiple text
operations on multiple files. The program supports all languages of Microsoft Windows, including UNIX and Linux.
Simplified Batch Tasks GUI is able to open processes that are running or start new programs. The user can do very many
tasks to the process, such as: suspend, wipe it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's memory, search for values,
and memory dump. Grouped Access Tools is very powerful and can be a problem when you are trying to perform multiple
tasks at a time. This program is also designed to open processes that are running or start new programs. The user can do
very many tasks to the process, such as: suspend, wipe it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's memory, search
for values, and memory dump. Grouped Access Tools (GAT) is a very powerful tool that is designed to fight malware,
debug applications, software and games, by a means of accessing, editing, analyzing, and manipulating the software.
Grouped Access Tools is able to open processes that are running or start new programs. The user can do very many tasks to
the process, such as: suspend, wipe it's memory, terminate, crash, force close, edit it's memory, search for values, and
memory dump. Grouped Access Tools has other tools such as running in system mode, running Explorer in system mode,
logging processes, and a format converter. Grouped Access Tools enables you to quickly identify the active processes on
your computer and close those you do not need in order to optimize your system's memory. SIMPLIFIED BATTERY
(SRCH=SEARCH, SI=SINGLE, MC=MULTI-CURSOR, FMT=FORMAT, I=INSPECT, S=SLEEP, TXT=TEXT,
B=BATCH, GA=GROUPED, G=GROUPS, AC=ACCESS, C=CLOSE, M=MEMORY) A simple, yet powerful batch
processing tool designed to perform the most basic batch operations on text files. Features: * Supports all languages of
Microsoft Windows, including UNIX and Linux. * Allows you to automate the running of multiple text operations on
multiple files. * Supports all text formats, including Word, Excel, OpenOffice, Rich Text, HTML, RTF, and Text/Binary.
* Supports a user-defined function for custom searches. * Allows the user to do multiple text operations at once, including
search, convert to Unicode, replace, trim, remove leading/trailing characters, combine,
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System Requirements For Grouped Access Tools:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 (32/64bit) Processor: Intel Pentium III 800Mhz or better Memory: 64MB RAM (minimum)
Hard Disk: 3GB space Internet: 512KB (minimum) DirectX: DirectX 8.1 (minimum) Hard Drive Space: 160MB Sound
Card: DirectX Compatible, 9.0 or better Active X: Not required Keyboard & Mouse: Standard gamepad, or keyboard and
mouse Copyright
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